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Fiona O’Byrne

Elynor Smithwick
Myriam Kin Yee
My joy in the evolution of this gallery is the addition of new artists
both regional and international.
Emerging talent can be young but it can also come from
unexpected and more mature sources. Artists can start in
mid-career because that is where life (and often motherhood)
finds them. Painting is Anna Johnson’s second act. She began her
career as an art writer interviewing Sean Scully for Vanity Fair
and then continued through three decades as a feature writer for
Vogue and Artist Profile as well as writing a monograph on Ann
Thomson. Steeped in the experience of an artist family and the
discipline of what she calls “the studio art school”, she painted
privately for a decade before deciding to show.
Her first solo exhibition is a homage to polar opposites: French
Post Impressionism and 60s Colour Field painting. Big, bright and
gestural, her work is a new and welcome addition to the gallery.
Her new body of work spans two years of painting between an
industrial space and her own bush studio and was inspired by
time on Mt.Gulaga in Yuin country, NSW. “Intention” open May 6.

Current Exhibition
"Altars" Sarah Summers & steel sculpture by Al Phemister

Coming Up
May 6 - "Intention" Anna Johnson (join us from 5pm in the Gallery)
May 19 - Fiona O’Byrne & Myriam Kin Lee (still life & botanical oils)
June 2 - Elynor Smithwick & John Joseph Mitchell.

John Joseph Mitchell

To follow on May 19th is the exquisite and subtle work of Myriam
Kin Yee and Fiona O’Byrne. These still lives and botanical oils share
a delicacy of sensibility and deft skill that sets them
Apart in a crowded field.
To kick off June we welcome new work by the American painter
John Joseph Mitchell and Elynor Smithwick. John’s work has quiet
power. Evoking the austere grace of Milton Avery, his use of line
and colour is raw yet refined. I think he’s in good company with
Elynor, a young painter who now shows in Paris and London. From
rich colour to quiet tonal meditations, here are 6 weeks of
contrasts: a celebration of broad strokes seen through fresh eyes!

